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Abstract: Pumps as turbines are widely used in the world, wherein the hydraulic thrust of a turbine
pump is one of the key factors affecting the safe and stable operation of a unit. There are a lot of
difficulties to evaluate the hydraulic thrust by site observation and experiment. These difficulties can
be resolved if a numerical simulation is applied. The present work aims to analyze the axial and radial
hydraulic thrust of a prototype turbine pump in turbine mode, and then to determine the dynamic
response characteristics of the turbine pump shafting. The axial hydraulic thrust in the turbine mode
is upward, with a fluctuation range of 155 t to 175 t. The pressure fluctuation in the runner can be 16%
of the unit head. The simulation results provide a good reference for understanding the hydraulic
performance of the turbine pump and useful guidance for the operation of the unit. The structure
analysis shows that the runner has asymmetrical deformation in the axial and radial directions. The
amplitude of the dynamic stress on the shafting is about 10 MPa, and the dominant frequency of
the dynamic stress on the runner is 20fn. The results could provide guidance for the operating and
optimization of the unit, which helps the safe and stable operation of the station.

Keywords: turbine pump; hydraulic thrust; numerical simulation; dynamic response; fluid-structure
interaction

1. Introduction

Pumps as turbines are widely used in engineering due to their safety and stability.
The Chinese government announced that China will achieve the goal of peaking carbon by
2030 [1], which means the use of renewable energy will be increased greatly in the future.
However, renewable energy, such as wind energy and solar energy, is not stable enough.
Thus, the pumped-storage power plant plays a significant role in the grid system [2]. The
pumped-storage power plant has the function of peak, frequency, and phase modulation,
emergency reserve, etc., wherein the turbine pump is the key component of the pump
storage unit, and a lot of researchers have tried to improve the energy efficiency of the
turbine pump in water-energy systems [3,4].

As the key component of the plant, the turbine pump usually works at a high rotational
speed and needs to start and stop frequently. Thus, the stable operation of the turbine
pump is essential to the plant. The operation of the turbine pump is affected by hydraulic
excitation, mechanical force, electromagnetic force, etc., wherein the hydraulic thrust
has a great effect on the unit. Excessive upward hydraulic thrust may cause unit lifting,
while excessive downward hydraulic thrust may cause bearing pad burning [5] or upper
bracket deformation [6]. In engineering, it is difficult to evaluate the hydraulic thrust by
experimental test, as the rotating part of the unit usually weighs hundreds even thousands
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of tons and the measuring equipment is difficult to be installed. Compared with the
experimental test, the numerical method is not limited by the site conditions. Hence, the
numerical study on the axial and radial hydraulic thrust of the turbine pump is important
for the stable operation of the unit.

The hydraulic thrust is the pressure integrated on the runner surface [7], which is
affected by the following factors [8]: the operating head, rotational speed, flow rate, etc.
The axial hydraulic thrust has been studied by a number of researchers because of its great
influence on the stable operation of the unit. Some studies found that the axial hydraulic
thrust in the crown gap and band gap is considerably high [9]. In some transient operating
conditions, the axial hydraulic thrust is more complicated. A study carried out by Mao
et al. [10] found the axial hydraulic thrust might have different directions at different
positions, which showed the complexity of the axial hydraulic thrust during the start-up
process. During the load rejection process, the direction of axial thrust load on the runner
blade might be reversed in a rotating period [11]. In addition, the axial hydraulic thrust
might increase greatly in the rotating stall process [8], so as to increase the risks of accidents.
However, the radial hydraulic thrust of the turbine pump has not been studied thoroughly.

Numerical simulation is both economical and time-saving for studying the hydraulic
thrust. In order to improve the accuracy of the numerical results, firstly, it is necessary to
select the appropriate number of elements based on a suitable criterion and to verify the
grid independence before simulation [12]. In addition, a time-step sensitivity evaluation
might be needed for the transient simulation [13]; secondly, it is important to construct
the turbulence model for the simulation. The k − ε model (used in Kaplan turbine [14]
and Francis turbine [15]), RNG k−ω model, and the shear stress transport (SST) k−ω
model [16–19] performed well in predicting the flow characteristics of the hydraulic machin-
ery. The RNG k− ε model showed good performance in predicting the entropy generation
characteristics of a turbine. The SST k−ω model has both the advantages of the k − ε
model and the k − ω model, and it is widely used in predicting the pressure pulsation
characteristics of a pump [20] or turbine [21].

The dynamic response of the structure based on the fluid-structure interaction is
widely used to determine the deformation and the stress level of the structure. Dompierre
et al. [22], Pei et al. [23], and Luo et al. [24] studied the stress characteristics of the runner,
and the numerical results were proved by the experimental test [25]. However, the above
literature cannot determine the stress and the displacement distribution of the shafting.
Recently, the development of computing technology makes it possible for calculating the
shafting of the hydraulic turbine. Mao et al. [10] studied the structural characteristics of a
turbine pump in the pump mode, and the FEM model analyzed in the study considered the
rotating parts and the stationary components of the unit. However, studies on the dynamic
characteristics of the shafting are still few in number.

In this paper, the rated operating condition under turbine mode is selected for the
numerical simulation to analyze the radial and axial hydraulic thrust of a prototype turbine
pump and the pressure fluctuations in the flow passage, and the relationship between
the unit component and the fluctuation is discussed. Then, the hydraulic pressure on the
fluid-structure interaction (FSI) interface is applied to the FEM model, and the dynamic
response of the shafting is calculated. Both the deformation and the dynamic stresses
are analyzed.

This paper overcomes the shortcomings of the existing research which does not
establish a complete calculation model. A complete CFD model considering the pressure
balance pipe could be used to improve the accuracy of the flow calculation results, and
an FEM model which considers the shaft could obtain the dynamic behavior of shafting.
The numerical method developed in this paper can also be used in other types of hydro
turbines’ shafting. The results in this paper are helpful for understanding the hydraulic
thrust performance of the turbine pump in the turbine mode, and for revealing the dynamic
characteristics of the turbine pump shafting under the effect of the hydraulic excitation,
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which can be used to guide the operation of the unit and to assure the safe and stable
operation of the unit.

2. Objective and Methods
2.1. Turbine Pump Flow Model

The fluid domain of the turbine pump analyzed in this paper is composed of a spiral
casing, 20 stay vanes, 20 guide vanes, a runner with 9 blades, and a draft tube, as shown in
Figure 1. The turbine pump design parameters provided by the manufacturer at turbine
mode are as follows: runner diameter of 4.16 m, rated head of 430 m, rated rotational speed
of 428.6 rpm (the rotating direction is +Z), rated flow discharge 79.16 m3/s, and rated
power of 306.1 MW.

Figure 1. Turbine pump CFD domain and mesh.

A mesh with 5,384,011 elements was finally employed for the whole flow passage, and
the detailed information of the mesh element type and the number of each component is
shown in Table 1, where the hexahedral elements were applied for the crown gap, band
gap, stay vanes, guide vanes, and spiral casing, and the hybrid elements were applied
for the runner, pressure balance pipe, and draft tube. Finally, the mesh was fine enough
to satisfy y+ < 200 near the wall and the required features of pressure fluctuation could
be obtained.

Table 1. Mesh element number and type.

Component Element Type Element Number

Spiral casing Hexahedral 72,588
Stay vanes Hexahedral 579,660

Guide vanes Hexahedral 434,160
Runner Hybrid 2,086,433

Crown gap and band gap Hexahedral 753,330
Pressure balance pipe Hexahedral 295,652

Draft tube Hybrid 1,162,188
Total - 5,384,011
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2.2. CFD Simulation Theory and Setup

The Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations based on the computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) were used to calculate the entire flow passage field in the prototype
pump-turbine [26]. The SST k−ω model [27] was adopted as the turbulence model.

The continuity equation and momentum equation are [26]:

∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (1)

ρ
∂ui
∂t

+ ρuj
∂ui
∂xj

= ρ fi −
∂p
∂xi

+
∂

∂xj

(
µ

∂ui
∂xj
− ρu′iu

′
j

)
(2)

where ui denotes the Reynolds averaged velocity components along the Cartesian coordi-
nate axes, xi, ρu′iu

′
j is the Reynolds stresses for the turbulent flow, p is the averaged pressure,

ρ is the fluid density, µ is the kinetic viscosity of the fluid, and fi are the body forces acting
on the unit volume fluid.

The RANS equation with the SST k−ω model can be written as [28,29]:

∂(ρk)
∂t

+
∂(ρuik)

∂xi
= P− ρk

3
2
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+

∂

∂xi

[
(µ + σkµt)

∂k
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]
(3)

∂(ρω)

∂t
+

∂(ρuiω)

∂xi
= CωP− βρω2 +

∂

∂xi

[
(µl + σωµt)

∂ω

∂xi

]
+ 2(1− F1)

ρσω2

ω

∂k
∂xi

∂ω

∂xi
(4)

where lk−ω = k
1
2 βkω is the turbulence scale, µ is dynamic viscosity, term P is the production

term, Cω is the production term coefficient, F1 is the blending function, and σk, σω, and βk
are model constants.

A total pressure type inlet boundary was given at the spiral casing inlet and a static
pressure type outlet was given at the draft tube outlet. The runner domain was set as the
rotating domain with a rotational speed of 428.6 rpm and the other domains were set as
the stationary domain. Domain interfaces were given between each two domains for data
transfer and the transient rotor-stator-type interface was set for the rotor–stator interfaces
with the pitch angle of 360◦. No slip wall boundaries were given on all the solid walls. In
the CFD simulation, the fluid medium was set as water at 25 ◦C. The simulation results
calculated in the steady frame were used as the initial values for the transient simulation.
The guide vane opening at the rated operating condition was 30◦. The time step is set as
T0/180 (T0 is the runner rotational period). The convergence criterion root mean square
(RMS) was set as 1 × 10−5 and the value of all residuals was less than 1 × 10−3 after the
simulations are converged.

The pressure pulsation in the flow passage was monitored at the pressure monitoring
points, the location of the points is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Monitoring points in the flow passage.

2.3. Shafting FEM Model and Setup

The rotating part of the unit consists of runner, main shaft, and generator rotor, etc., as
shown in Figure 3, wherein the weight of the rotating part is 550 tons.

Figure 3. FEM model of the turbine pump shafting.

The material of the shafting was the structural steel with the theoretical density of
7850 kg/m3, the Young’s modulus was 200 GPa, and the Poisson’s ratio was 0.3. The mesh
of the FEM model was generated using ANSYS mechanical APDL, wherein the solid185
element was used for FEM model, the tetrahedral element was used for the runner, and
the hexahedral element for the other parts. The hydraulic pressure obtained from the CFD
simulation was applied on the runner surfaces. The gravitational acceleration was applied
with 9.8 m/s2, and the rotational speed of 426.8 rpm was applied to take into account the
centrifugal force. The upper guide bearing the stiffness coefficient was set as 2 × 1010 N/m,
the lower guide bearing the stiffness coefficient was set as 2 × 1010 N/m, the water guide
bearing the stiffness coefficient was set as 3× 1010 N/m, and the thrust bearing the stiffness
coefficient was set as 5.5 × 1011 N/m. The equivalent von Mises stress was adopted to
evaluate the stress level of the runner, which can be calculated using the fourth strength
theory [30]:

σ =

√
1
2
[(σ1 − σ2)

2 + (σ2 − σ3)
2 + (σ3 − σ1)

2] (5)
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The FEM model was solved on the basis of the linear dynamic equilibrium equation,
and the discretized form can be expressed as [31]:

[M]
{ ..

u
}
+ [C]

{ .
u
}
+ [K]{u} = {F} (6)

where [M], [C], and [K] are respectively, mass matrix, damping matrix, and stiffness matrix
(n × n matrix, n is the degree of freedom (DOF));

{ ..
u
}

,
{ .

u
}

, and {u} are respectively,
acceleration, velocity, and displacement; {F} is the nodal load vector determined by
gravitational, centrifugal, and hydraulic forces on FSI boundaries.

The ANSYS mechanical APDL is used as the solver, and the dynamic response charac-
teristics of the turbine pump shafting are calculated in a transient scheme. The flowchart of
the numerical simulation is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Flowchart of numerical simulation.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Hydraulic Performance

The designed performance parameters which are supplied by the manufacturer are
adopted to verify the accuracy of the numerical results. The hydraulic performance of the
simulation results is compared with the designed performance parameters, as shown in
Table 2. The error is less than 2.71%, which proves the reliability of the numerical method
used in this paper.

Table 2. Comparison of the simulation results and the designed parameters.

Item Head (m) Discharge (m3/s) Power (MW)

Simulation 429.60 78.27 297.80
Designed Parameter 430.00 79.16 306.10

Error (%) −0.09% −1.12% −2.71%

The pressure distribution of the runner’s inner surface, crown surface, and band
surface are shown in Figure 5. The pressure on the runner’s inner surface is symmetrical
and gradually decreases from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the blades, and the
maximum value locates at the leading edge, about 60 MPa. For the crown surface and the
band surface, the pressure distribution is uniform and symmetrical; the pressure gradually
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decreases from the outer radius to the inner radius, and the maximum pressure is located
at the outer radius and can reach about 5 MPa.

Figure 5. Pressure distribution on the runner surface.

The pressure distribution on the runner inner surface in one rotating cycle is shown in
Figure 6. It can be seen that there are only a few differences between different times of the
pressure distribution on the runner inner surface, i.e., pressure distribution is stable in one
rotating cycle.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Pressure distribution on the runner surface in one rotational period.

The streamline in the flow passage is also analyzed in this paper, as shown in Figure 7.
It can be seen that the streamline is smooth in the spiral casing, stay vane, and guide cane,
and then rotating with the runner, the maximum relative velocity is located in the runner
with a value of 80 m/s. In the draft tube, it can be seen that a vortex rope exists.

Figure 7. Streamline in the flow passage.

3.2. Pressure Pulsation Characteristics

The pressure fluctuation in the flow passage is an important parameter to evaluate the
safety of the unit. The pressure fluctuation of six monitoring points located in the spiral
casing, guide vane, runner, band gap, crown gap, and draft tube are analyzed, as shown in
Figure 8. It can be seen that the maximum pressure is located in the spiral casing, but the
peak-to-peak value of the pressure fluctuation is small, whereas the largest is in the runner.
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Figure 8. Pressure pulsations in the flow passage.

In order to evaluate the peak-to-peak value of the pressure fluctuation, a dimensionless
parameter RP is defined in this paper to evaluate the relative pressure fluctuation amplitude:

RP =
∆P

ρgH
(7)

where ∆P is the peak-to-peak value of the pressure fluctuation, ρ is the density of the fluid,
g is the gravitational acceleration, and H is the head.

The relative pressure fluctuation amplitude in the spiral casing, guide vane, runner,
band gap, crown gap, and the draft tube is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the
pressure fluctuation amplitude in the runner reaches about 16% of the head, then the guide
vane reaches about 8% of the head. The pressure fluctuation amplitude in the crown gap
and the band gap is about 2~3% of the head. The pressure fluctuation in the draft tube is
the smallest.

Figure 9. Relative pressure fluctuation amplitude.
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The frequency spectra of the pressure fluctuation are also analyzed in this paper, as
shown in Figure 10. The dominant frequency of the pressure fluctuation in the runner is
20 fn, which is the guide vane passing frequency. In the guide vane, the dominant frequency
is 9 fn, which is the runner blade passing frequency. In the spiral casing, crown gap, band
gap, and draft tube, the dominant frequency is 18 fn, which is twice the runner blade
passing frequency.

Figure 10. Frequency spectra of the pressure pulsation.

3.3. Hydraulic Thrust

In engineering, the value of hydraulic thrust is difficult to be obtained on site, as the
rotating part of the prototype hydraulic unit usually weighs hundreds or even thousands
of tons, which greatly increases the difficulties of evaluation. Furthermore, the hydraulic
thrust is the integration of the pressure on the runner surface, which means it cannot
be obtained by test directly. Unlike the site evaluation, computational fluid dynamics
is a convenient method for studying hydraulic thrust. The hydraulic thrust analyzed is
expressed in tons, so as to compare it with the weight of the rotating part, and the positive
value of the axial hydraulic thrust means the direction is upward.

The time history and frequency of the axial and the radial hydraulic thrust are shown
in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. The axial hydraulic thrust is about 170 t and the direction
is upward, which offsets the weight of the rotating parts, thus reducing the load on the
thrust bearing. However, the fluctuation of the axial hydraulic thrust can reach to about 20 t,
thus affecting the stability of the shafting. The frequency spectra show that the dominant
frequency is 0.4 fn, but there is also the runner blade passing frequency (9 fn). In some
transient processes, such as the start-up and the shutdown process, there is a point of time
in which the rotational speed is the same as the dominant frequency of the axial hydraulic
thrust and the risk of the resonance of the unit is increased at this point.

The radial hydraulic thrust mainly affects the load on the guide bearing and the seal,
and the direction of the radial hydraulic thrust always changes along with the rotating
runner. The value of the radial hydraulic thrust is far less than the axial hydraulic thrust,
but the fluctuation of the radial hydraulic thrust can reach to about 10 t. The frequency
spectra show the dominant frequency is 28.2 fn, but there is also the existence of frequencies
as low as 1 fn.
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3.4. Dynamic Response of the Shafting

The hydraulic pressures on the runner surfaces in the rated operating condition under
the turbine mode are applied on the FSI interfaces, and the dynamic response of the
shafting is then determined; the radial and the axial deformation of the shafting are shown
in Figure 13.

The radial and axial displacement on the shafting are symmetrical around the axis,
except for the runner. This means the unbalanced hydraulic force is mainly balanced by the
water guide bearing. In some serious operating conditions, the water guide bearing failure
case might occur due to excessive axial hydraulic thrust. The axial and radial deformation
on the runner show asymmetrical law; the runner band has upward deformation, but is
also accompanied by a slight tilting.

The stress distribution on the shafting is shown in Figure 14. The stress concentration
is located at the flange root and the runner blade. Four stress monitoring points named as
S1–S4 are placed on the shaft to analyze the dynamic stress and the frequency characteristics.

The dynamic stresses on the monitoring points are shown in Figure 15. It can be seen
that the dynamic stress on the shaft is stable, with an amplitude about 10 MPa. The dynamic
stress on the runner has an amplitude of 10 MPa, but the variation is more complex. Hence,
the frequency spectra of the dynamic stresses are analyzed, as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 13. Radial and axial displacement on the shafting.

Figure 14. The von Mises stress on the shaft.
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Figure 16. Frequency spectra of the dynamic stresses.

The dominant frequency of the stress on the shaft is 3.2 fn, while the dominant fre-
quency on the runner is 20 fn, which is the guide vane passing frequency.
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4. Conclusions

In the present work, a complete CFD model considering the pressure balance pipe
and a complete shafting FEM model are established to overcome the shortcomings of the
existing study. Then, a transient simulation of a turbine pump in the turbine mode is carried
out. The pressure fluctuation characteristics in the flow passage, the axial hydraulic thrust,
and the radial hydraulic thrust are analyzed, and the dynamic behavior of the shafting is
determined. The main conclusions drawn are as follows:

(a) The hydraulic performance calculated by the CFD shows good agreement with the
designed parameters; the pressure distribution in the flow passage is symmetrically
distributed and gradually decreases from the spiral casing to the draft tube, and the
pressure distribution on the runner surface is stable in one rotating circle.

(b) The streamline is smooth in the whole flow passage with one vortex rope in the draft
tube. The pressure fluctuation of the runner reaches 16% of the head, which is greater
than other flow passages. The typical dominant frequencies are found in the runner
and the guide vane; the guide vane passing frequency in the runner and the runner
blade frequency in the guide vane.

(c) The radial hydraulic thrust is much smaller than the axial hydraulic thrust. The axial
hydraulic thrust fluctuates from about 155 t to 175 t, and the dominant frequency is
only 0.4 fn. The unit has the risk of resonance caused by axial hydraulic thrust in the
start-up and shutdown processes. The radial hydraulic thrust fluctuates from about
2 t to 13 t.

(d) The runner has asymmetrical deformation in the axial and radial direction. The
maximum stress on the shafting is about 73 MPa, the amplitude of the dynamic stress
on the shafting is about 10 MPa, and the dominant frequency of the dynamic stress on
the runner is 20 fn.

Overall, the analysis by numerical simulation in this paper enhances the studies of
the hydraulic thrust on the runner, and will improve the design of the unit, such as the
design of thrust bearing and guide bearing, hence the safety and stability of the unit can be
more guaranteed. In addition, the numerical simulation helps decrease the research and
development cost, and the numerical method could also guide the operation of the unit by
helping to define the operation region.
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